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The Inscrutable Question: Historical Development of Clocks; Precursors to the Protestant Reformation
The Britannica site provides information on the development of various timepieces that were invented over the centuries in an effort to accurately tell time, day or night.  The millennia-long saga of harnessing and managing time found its beginnings in 16th century b.c. Egypt with the:
SUNDIAL
In times when people's activities were limited to daylight, shadow-casting instruments called gnomons were used to distinguish broad divisions in the daytime. Gnomons were eventually combined with scales to produce sundials, which allowed people to tell time by measuring the length or direction of the shadow cast by the Sun.
Sundials had to be specially made for different latitudes because the Sun's altitude in the sky decreases at higher latitudes, producing longer shadows than at lower latitudes. Not everyone in the ancient world realized this. A sundial brought to Rome from Catania /Ca-TAN-ya/, Sicily told Romans the incorrect time.
CLEPSYDRA
(Fifteenth century b.c.)  Clepsydras were water clocks that relied on a steadily rising or falling water level in a container to indicate the elapse of predetermined periods of time.  Unlike sundials, clepsydras worked in cloudy weather and in the dark.
In the clepsydra, a floating pointer indicates the hour on a drum marked with lines.  When the float tank emptied automatically at midnight each day, the water running out of the tank through a siphon turned a wheel that set the drum's position correctly for the new day. The float tank was filled from a reservoir in which a constant pressure was maintained by means of a steady water supply and a runoff outlet.
CANDLE CLOCK
(Late 9th century a.d.)  Among the earliest human inventions, candles provided another way to tell time indoors, at night, or on a cloudy day. Like water clocks, candle clocks couldn't be used to find the time, but the sides of candles could be marked to indicate the passage of predetermined periods of time.
King Alfred the Great of England has been credited with inventing graduated candles in the late 9th century to divide his day into equal periods of study and prayer, royal duties, and rest. 
SANDGLASS
(Thirteenth-century Europe)  Since its invention at some unknown point prior to the 14th century, the sandglass has worked the same way. Dry particles flow from one cuplike end of a glass vessel to the other through a tiny passage about ten times wider than any single particle. Powdered eggshell, marble dust, and sand have served as the medium.
In the past, sandglasses also figured prominently in the conduct of legal, municipal, and intellectual affairs.  Sandglasses determined the durations of sermons, academic lectures, and even periods of torture.
Sailors used sandglasses to calculate speeds at sea. A piece of wood attached to a rope knotted at regular intervals was thrown from the back of a moving ship. Speed was calculated by counting the number of knots that were pulled overboard before the sandglass ran out. With a rope knotted at intervals of 47 1/4 feet and a 28-second sandglass, a ship's speed was calculated at one nautical mile per hour, or one knot, if the first knot in the rope appeared as the sand ran out.
WEIGHT-DRIVEN CLOCK
(Thirteenth-century Europe.)  The date of the first mechanical clock, as well as the name of its inventor, remains a mystery.  Scholars have relied on indirect clues, among them an explosion in European clock construction that began about 1309.
The driving weight is suspended from a cord wound around the main gear shaft, or barrel. As gravity pulls the weight down, the barrel turns, driving the escape wheel.
The true innovation of the weight-driven clock was the escapement. The most common escapement was the verge-and-foliot /FOH-lee-it/.
In a typical verge-and-foliot escapement, the weighted rope unwinds from the barrel, turning the toothed escape wheel. Controlling the movement of the wheel is the verge, a vertical rod with pallets at each end. When the wheel turns, the top pallet stops (the escape wheel) and causes the foliot, with its regulating weights, to oscillate. This oscillation turns the verge and releases the top pallet. The wheel advances until it is caught again by the bottom pallet, and the process repeats itself. The actions of the escapement … are what produce the tick-tock of weight-driven clocks.
SPRING-DRIVEN CLOCK
(Early 15th century Europe)  In contrast to their weight-driven predecessors, spring-driven clocks were small--and portable. Their openness to miniaturization led to the development of the first watches in the late 15th century.
Despite their advantages, the new timepieces were still prone to considerable inaccuracy.  At fault was the mainspring itself, the source of the clock's power. The force exerted by the spring slackened as it unwound; as a result, the clock ran fast when the spring was fully wound but progressively slower as it released.
PENDULUM CLOCK
(Developed in 1656 by Dutch astronomer Christiaan Huygens /HOY‑kens/)  Clocks counted seconds for the first time in the second half of the 17th century.  Until the invention of the pendulum clock, mechanical clocks were unable to count even minutes reliably.
In the early 1580s, Galileo observed that a given pendulum took the same amount of time to swing completely through a wide arc as it did a small arc. Recognizing the value of applying this natural periodicity to time measurement, Galileo began work on a mechanism to keep a pendulum in motion in 1641, the year before he died. But it was the Dutch mathematician and astronomer Christiaan Huygens who successfully combined the pendulum and an escapement to produce the first pendulum clock in 1656.  [Incidentally, in 1644, French mathematician, Marin Marsenne /Ma-RIN Mar-sen-NAY/, discovered that for a pendulum to complete its swing in exactly one second its length must be 39.4 inches.]
By 1671, a new type of escapement was making even greater accuracy possible in pendulum clocks. The anchor escapement swung back and forth with the pendulum, its pallets alternately catching and releasing the escape wheel. With the clock's movements regulated by the natural period of the pendulum, an even more accurate count was possible, with a loss of only a few seconds per day.
CESIUM ATOMIC CLOCK
(1955, Britain's National Physical Laboratory)
Inside a cesium /SE-ze-um/ clock, cesium-133 atoms are heated to a gas in an oven. Atoms from the gas leave the oven in a high-velocity beam that travels toward a pair of magnets. The magnets separate the atoms according to whether they absorb or release energy.
The atoms that can absorb energy are directed through a microwave cavity where they are exposed to radiation with a frequency very close to 9.2-billion cycles per second, which is the frequency of the radiation emitted by a cesium-133 atom.
A servomechanism tunes the microwave frequency until it exactly matches the radiation frequency of the cesium atoms.  Once the microwave frequency is locked into the cesium atoms' frequency, it is then used to mark time accurately to a few billionths of a second.
The principle underlying the cesium clock is that all atoms of cesium-133 are identical, and when they absorb or release energy, the radiation produced by individual atoms has exactly the same frequency, which makes the atoms perfect timepieces.
Whereas seconds counted by the Earth's rotation are never identical, atomic seconds are--always. In 1967, the 13th General Conference of Weights and Measures formally redefined the second as "9,192,631,770 cycles of the cesium-133 atom."
Ever more precise timekeeping is not simply a pet project of science. Without the atomic clock, the vast, complex networks coordinating electrical power distribution, communications, and transportation throughout the world would not be possible.
	The cesium atomic clock has so organized life at the close of the 20th century that we are able to know what time it is down to the billionth of a second.

Some of the ramifications of accurate timekeeping have been mentioned in data from the Britannica Web site: (1) King Alfred of England in the ninth century used a candle clock to regulate his day into periods of study, prayer, royal duties, and rest,  (2) sandglasses were used in thirteenth century Europe to time the durations of sermons, academic lectures, and even periods of torture, (3) the sandglass was also used to determine how fast a boat moved at sea, helping established the term knot for the nautical mile, and (4) today the cesium atomic clock helps coordinate electrical power distribution, communications, and transportation throughout the world.
Yet as clock development continued over the centuries it ultimately became the key to the economic prosperity that swept the West, leaving the rest of the world behind.  It remains so to this day.
There are several sequential events that lead the doctrinal mind to discern that Jesus Christ controls history and that God’s timing is perfect.
Unknown to Johannes Gutenberg the Protestant Reformation was on the world’s horizon when he invented the printing press with movable type in the 1450s.
From that point on, any idea, new or old, could receive the widest of circulation.  The thirst to know the Scripture that would occur 70 years later would be enhanced immeasurably by the availability of the published canon.
Near the end of the fifteenth century, two seemingly unrelated events took place in Europe whose ramifications continue to this day.  First of all, Christopher Columbus, believing Asia could be reached by sailing westward, convinced the Spanish monarchs, King Ferdinand of Aragón /Ah-re-GAN/ and Queen Isabella of Castile /Ka-STEEL/of the idea.
The joint sovereigns financed several voyages, the initial one in 1492, which led Columbus to the West Indies.  This discovery, for the moment, appeared to open new vistas for Iberian colonialism.  The Spanish were presented with an entire hemisphere to exploit—gold was the motivation and evangelism was the justification.
Soon Spanish coffers bulged with American gold while Catholic membership rolls were swollen with new converts to the faith.
A world-wide domination of Catholic theology seemed imminent until an obscure monk in Wittenberg, Germany, challenged the church’s centuries-old order, both its system and its theology.
The result was a return to the orthodoxy, which energized the powerful explosion of Christianity out from Ephesus in the first century and provided the momentum to carry it through the Dark Ages of the Holy Roman Empire.
What Martin Luther unleashed is not accurately described as a revolution or a new theology.  A revolution seeks to overthrow legitimate authority by forcefully imposing an unlawful replacement.  Luther did not question the Catholic hierarchy’s authority, only its thought.
It was Luther’s contention that Catholicism had diluted the bright colors of doctrinal truth into pastels by permitting all the primaries to fade from view.  He wanted to restore the colors by returning to the foundational doctrines which for so long had been compromised by the Western church in exchange for political and economic power.
Luther’s challenge is best described as a reformation.  He wanted to restore what had been lost through expedient negligence.  Those who agreed with him were called Protestants.  A definition is helpful:
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, s.v. “protestant”:
1 b: a member of any of several church denominations denying the universal authority of the Pope and affirming the Reformation principles of justification by faith alone, the priesthood of all believers, and the primacy of the Bible as the only source of revealed truth.
In Europe, Protestants are known as Evangelicals and in France as Huguenots.
	Luther’s three principles mentioned by Webster’s were among 95 proclamations that he nailed to the door of the All Saints’ Church on All Saints’ Eve, what we have come to call Halloween, October 31, 1517.



